Evaluating Hazard Response Behavior of a Driver Using Physiological Signals and Car-Handling Indicators in a Simulated Driving Environment
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Abstract

Road traffic accidents are a major cause of casualties and costly implications to all the stakeholders. Research focusing on the driver as one of the causal agent of accidents has been studied for centuries and with the advent of modernized driver assistance technologies. This paper sought to evaluate response of a driver using active-driving performance indicators like reaction time and physiological signal response (surface electromyogram), to understand hazard response behavior. Simulation of driving scenes was done using Unity3D engine and VR Head mounted display. The driver was presented with stimulus (collision objects) of different size and distance. From the results, an event scene that the driver considered hazardous was marked with increased electromyography response distinct from non-event scenes. From the results, we noted an increase in pedal misapplication during hazard response. The proposed approach is applicable in a real time driving analysis for on-road risk level classification.
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1. Introduction

Transportation is one of the most important industry as far as human life is concerned with often challenges of costly traffic accidents amongst others. Automobile manufacturers and road infrastructure developers work hand in hand to ensure the safety of road users. To this end, advanced driver assistance and
safety features have been incorporated in the modern automobile units. Technologies like autopilot, lane assist, collision detection, automatic braking systems and others are in active deployment in highly automated cars.

In spite of these efforts, traffic accidents persist to the detriment of the stakeholders and massive property damages when such occurs. Accident prevention studies have been a topic of interest over decades since the invention of automobiles. In the face of an accident, the three main factors in play are the environment, the vehicle, and the driver [1]. In the 21st century, driver has received traction after it has become apparent that most of accidents are caused by human error [2].

In a feature article [2], Japan highlights the need to incorporate driver analysis to reduce road traffic accidents (RTAs). According to the report, more than 60% road accidents occur around the same intersections, which the report terms as hazardous spots. As of 2016, the country had more than 3000 spots that fit this criterion. One of the criteria for determining a hazardous spot has been the occurrence of multiple accidents around the same spot. The report describes the measures the stakeholders are employing to reduce RTAs. They recommend the use of finely tuned measures of analyzing traffic accident and clustering the occurrence of such with big data mining. One of the future goal of the study is to incorporate driver behavior like harsh braking, over speeding sections, etc. and use big data analysis to identify potential hazardous spots.

Another paper [3] reported an approach for forward collision avoidance based on driver braking behavior. The paper posits that braking patterns/behavior can be useful to infer the perceived risk. The objective of the paper was to model a real-time risk classification of hazardous events. The challenge with this approach and the one proposed by [2] for risk-level assessment and characterization of behavior is that, drivers have differing ways of handling impeding collisions. Even though braking is a natural response, it is difficult to capture all the dynamics of an impending hazard. As such, this paper seeks after use of physiological response.

Several researchers have considered driver’s response in hazardous encounters. A paper [4] focused on physiological analysis of the skin potential response to evaluate elderly driver responses. The objective was to understand driver’s reaction in a surprising hazardous event, referred to as hazard perception (H.P) by the authors. The paper used a video-based stimuli presentation to evaluate H.P. In the study, the driver watched real-life video footage captured from the dashboard of the car. The subjects were required to take reactionary measures (e.g. braking, wheel activity) against presented stimuli. However, the users’ input did not correspond to the scenes; the vehicle moved in spite of the users input command. The information was relayed using LCD display positioned 60 cm from the subjects. A challenge with this approach was the lowered realism of the simulator, reduced field of view and the inability of measuring car-handling performance during a reactionary response.
This paper seeks to evaluate surprise responses of the drivers, that is, the reaction of the driver and the effects that surprise has on car-handling performance in a threatening situation. We focus on unpredictable scenarios (hazards) and evaluate driver performance in such conditions. Previous researches dealing with H.P have not addressed the relationship between H.P and car handling. One of the contribution of this paper is to point out any existing relationship between performance and surprise in driving environment.

We considered hazard response as the process of responding to perceived impending threatening situation in the road that if left alone would lead to a traffic accident. That is to say, we considered anticipation and reactionary response to driving events. H.P in [5] is associated with anticipation, surprise and complexity. Anticipation is the notion that the driver recognized an impending undesirable event and takes precautionary measures.

We define surprise as any event outside of the anticipatory realm in hazard reaction, in that, any occurrence that the driver could not predict accurately has potential to surprise. Surprise has to do with the required reactionary time before the undesired event occurs. Complexity as suggested by [4] could range from changing lanes, exiting or joining moving traffic, etc. In these scenarios, if time was not highly constricted (e.g. slow moving traffic), complexity would be low leading to the driver feeling less pressured to act. In this case, the number of actions required and their urgency is a measure of complexity. From the above, we considered hazard reaction as properly captured by the three models suggested in [5] with slight modification to merge complexity with surprise. According to [4], surprising events does not vary with drivers experience and hence in the experimental setup, drivers experience is only a reference not a point of argument.

Several papers have addressed the reaction time in driving. This is the time taken for the driver to notice and initiate an action in a driving environment. Authors in [5] compared the response time of novice vs experienced drivers and concluded that there was no significant difference. In the experiment, we presented potential (staged) crash objects appearing at a distance of 30 - 120 Meters from the driver’s current position. This corresponded to 0.7 to 3 seconds with the preset driving speed. We wish to analyze reaction time as one of the car-handling indicator of the driver as different objects appear on driveway.

As a way to explore the effects of surprise on performance, we will make note of the relationship that exists between hazard response and pedal errors. The authors in [6] defined pedal errors as cases where the driver mistakenly presses the wrong pedal or does not press any of the required pedal. In a real driving environment pedal misapplication is a rare occurrence nevertheless a significant one. There is no mechanism inbuilt in the current vehicles to accurately predict and override a misapplication [3]. In an emergency (sudden objects), pedal errors are expected to increase. A paper [6] focused on pedal application in driving and concluded that, error was dependent on foot position and type of driving sequence e.g. parking. This paper considered pedal misapplication as any event
where the driver did not take corrective action when the situation required so.

We propose to perform driver analysis using one of the readily available bio-signal, surface electromyography (sEMG), to infer threatening situation and vehicular driving data to analyze performance in surprise events. In an impeding collision, the body involuntarily prepares for impacts through a series of neuro-physiological responses. Amongst these responses includes muscle toning to protect vital parts of the body. In particular, the neck experiences a considerable amount of muscle tension to keep the neck and spine intact before and after impeding impact. These instances of muscle toning are used to infer events that are undesirable (threatening) to the driver. We found little research geared to this inquiry points. A paper [7], sought to understand the response of a driver to darkness enhanced startle in a tunnel driving. Other than this, the authors did not find any other paper exploring neck sEMG for driver behavior analysis.

2. Methods and Experiment Design

Driving simulation was designed using Unity3D engine. 3D Virtual Reality (3D-VR) Head Mounted Display (HMD) from FOVE® was used instead of fixed projections or monitors. The simulation was run on a window 10 PC with Intel(R) Core i7 processor and GeForce GTX 1070 graphics card shown as graphics rendering unit in Figure 1.

2.1. Electromyography (EMG) Recording

The experiment was setup to capture drivers neck EMG as shown in Figure 1. Two electrodes are connected to left and right Sternocleidomastoid (SCM) muscle in a bipolar connection. We used Ag/AgCl electrodes with inter-distance placement of about 2 cm. The signal was pre-amplified using Polyam4B before passing to DAQ unit as shown above. The signal was sampled at 2 KHz with National Instruments NI USB-6211 connected to a laptop PC running Matlab® data acquisition application. The signal was rectified and smoothed with moving average filter.
2.2. Driving Scene Setup

The scene is setup with the subject seated in the driver’s seat of a virtual car with a road and clear blue sky to avoid distractions of subject’s attention on scene details. Figure 2 shows the scene design and conceptual organization of objects. The driver encounters 15 randomly appearing stimulus (triggered objects) to elicit response. The maximum attainable speed was set at 40 m/s. The driving mode lasts for about 20 minutes driving in a straight line.

Active driving mode used Thrustmaster® steering wheel and pedals (acceleration and braking) as reported in this paper [8]. The road characteristics are as follows; the total width is 10 M, and a walking path on both sides of width 1.5 M. The speed was to be maintained at a target speed (greater than 35 m/s). This implied that the driver would keep his/her leg in the acceleration pedal. The driver was instructed to keep left unless when necessary (avoiding collision). The deviation from middle of lane one is recorded as an index to show steering wheel activity before and after an obstacle stimulus is presented. From this index, deviation is classified as normal if the car is within the driving lanes, severe if the car reaches the pavements and dangerous is the car hits the walls. Since the car was located in the middle of the left lane, negative deviations indicate left turns and positive deviations (dominant) indicate position of the car in the right lane.

Prior to the experiment, the driver was given a test scene for them to familiarize with the car control and object avoidance as they appear. This lasted between 5 - 10 minutes or until the driver was confident of the controls.

2.3. Data Analysis

Since the objective of the study is hazard response, only data around a trigger event was considered to avoid motion artifacts. The authors in [4] places driver’s physiological response between 1 - 3 seconds. Based on this timing information and the fact that the stimulus was set to pop-up between 0.7 - 3 seconds as described above, we considered 3 seconds prior to an event as baseline and 3 seconds later as the response window. The response window chosen captured active or passive driving reactionary behavior local to an event. The response
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Figure 2. (a) Unity3D scene setup and (b) Conceptual construct with size and distance variation in collision scene.
prior to stimuli was chosen as 3 seconds to capture an equivalent amount of physiological data for comparison purposes. The recorded data was analyzed using custom-made Matlab® functions to highlight relevant features and relations as shown in the next section.

2.4. Artifacts in Neck EMG

SEMG of upper body parts are highly affected by heart pulses. Presence of electrocardiogram (ECG) artifacts increases the root mean square value of the EMG while lowering the median frequency of the signal. This is particularly an important problem in neck sEMG because of its low amplitude nature. Artifacts in the EMG signal is due to the presence of the carotid artery near the SCM muscle (target muscle) which has one of the strongest ECG pulse in the human anatomy. From literature, the commonly employed method for elimination of ECG artifacts is the use of High pass filter with 30 Hz cutoff frequency [9]. The demerit with the method is the attenuation of signals below 30 Hz. In this paper, to avoid changing the spectral characteristics of the signal, we employed median filtering to the rectified and filtered signal to eliminate ECG peaks.

3. Results

The following section shows a representative sample of sEMG signal and car-handling parameters. Each of the considered car-handling parameter, i.e. reaction time, wheel/paddle activity and deviation is further expounded below. EMG response and its relationship with various objects is described in ensuing sections as well. Figure 3(a) shows raw contaminated EMG and corresponding filtered EMG. From the figure, there is an increased EMG activity after a stimuli is presented. ECG peaks are evident when there is little or no activity on the neck. Figure 3(b) indicates that the driver is actively steering to keep within lane one and accelerating to maintain target speed.

From Figure 3(a), we noted that even during active maneuvers like braking and steering, neck sEMG did not report significant change as compared to a hazard (trigger) event. sEMG response was further processed using Area under Curve (AUC) and is further explained in the Section 3.5 below. From Figure 3(b), vehicle position curve changes drastically in the first trigger, a case where the car collided with an object as further confirmed by reduction of speed and acceleration pedal input. The next two triggers are a case of no collision after active steering. The car position deviates greatly (from centerline) at first and then the changes become gradual. Deviation is discussed further in Section 3.3 below.

3.1. Reaction Time

Figure 4 shows the relevant parameters extracted from car handling and EMG data for an experienced driver while Figure 5 is for an unlicensed driver (novice). This paper evaluated the reaction time as the time before acceleration pedal release or an initiation of active steering activity as shown in Figure 4 & Figure 5. As shown in Figure 5, novice driver’s performance shows greater collision
Figure 3. EMG response and corresponding vehicular recorded parameters. (a) Raw and filtered EMG signal; (b) Car performance indicators.

Figure 4. Experienced drivers performance index.
Figure 5. Non-licensed driver performance index. Performance index (a) Deviation from mid-line; (b) Reaction time of steering and acceleration pedal; (c) EMG response and (d) braking reaction.

compared to experienced driver with no significant difference in reaction time. Significant difference is shown in the braking activity of the two, with experienced driver having far less brake instances. This is attributed to the real-life driving experience gained in car environment.

3.2. Deviation Index

The plot in Figure 4(a) shows the rate of change of position on the x-axis (lateral velocity) and the corresponding AUC in bar graph. From this, lower deviation was noted whereby the driver did not engage any harsh steering maneuvers. Either the trigger object is far enough to allow for smooth transition or there was no corrective action taken (no sufficient time to make moves). As shown by H30 object, the driver did not initiate any corrective action, which led to collision; this is a case of very short reaction window for any action. On the other hand, H120 shows a case where the driver overreacts and take severe turns leading to over steer. In Figure 4(b), H120 event shows a slow reaction time and a high deviation with no acceleration pedal release.

3.3. Pedal/Wheel Activity

Pedal and steering wheel activity was used as car handling indicators. A case where no release of pedal was not required is when the obstacle was far. As shown in Figure 4(b), the driver released the pedal in at least all the objects presented. The results suggest that cases of unreleased pedal constitute a pedal error. The objects H100, H120, H80, Truck1, and Van80 have no pedal release. We concluded that a H80 and Truck1 are case of pedal misapplication owing to in-
sufficient processing time. The two events are singled out because they resulted in collision implying that an action was needed but none was taken.

From the results in Figure 4(b), steering wheel activity and pedal release happened at the same time. These results may have been influenced by the fact that the driver was ready to take evasive turns at the sight of an object. The order of occurrence of steering time and acceleration pedal release changed from time to time but braking time was the slowest in the order of occurrence. From the results, the driver chose steering in at least all cases as shown in the braking response in Figure 4(d).

3.4. Variation of EMG Response

The AUC for the processed sEMG is shown below with respect to specific events. The response AUC herein referred to as response is compared with type of object, and distance of presentation as well as collision or non-collision event. We sought to understand the relationship that exists between response index with distance and size of the object. The threat level was significantly high for big objects and short distance. Figure 6 shows deviation and response variations. Figure 6(a) shows a slight relation of response with the appearance distance. Figure 6(b) shows a clearer relationship as expected.

4. Discussion

This study was conducted to highlight the current needs of assistive driving technology and risk assessment in hazardous events. Hazard response index in a real-time driving would be highly informative as has been made clear by several researchers. In a driving environment, any instance or event that the driver
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considers as hazardous shows up in various physiological processes. This is why we strongly feel that physiological analysis is the best-suited frontier to address the problem of driver behavior.

From the results, sEMG response increases with increase in perceived threat level. Deviation on the other hand did not show linear relationship with object size or distance. We will conduct further research to verify the relationship of the two indicators. In all the stimuli presented, the driver recognized and prepared either for collision impact or avoidance maneuvers. This parameter is as shown in reaction time of less than 1 second.

Car-handling results suggest that braking information by itself would not fully characterize driver behavior. This is from the fact that drivers showed inconsistent tendencies of use/non-use of brakes. As such, braking information should be considered with other complementary data. In this paper, we have focused on an experienced driver (more than 20 active years’ experience) to point out the availability of hazard response. A paper [4] presented the “volleyball-paradigm” with the conclusion that all drivers irrespective of driving experience will be surprised by sudden objects in the driveway. Our findings showed that in a surprised state, driving errors increases.

Reactionary response study using several other physiological signals like Electro-dermal activity, ECG, etc. is possible with different computational complexity. The advantage of the current approach is its ease of applicability in a real driving environment. EMG devices have reached commercial level of production with products like MyoWare [10] and EMG Biofeedback sensors for neck and shoulders amongst others. Therefore, we believe that use of the proposed model for driver analysis would not be cumbersome.

The challenge we encountered when dealing with response is habituation; a situation where a repeated stimuli elicit less and less reaction. For the study of hazard response, the choice of stimuli and the frequency of appearance should be taken in to consideration. Novel information is desirable and as such, a good design of experiment and variation of stimuli is important. Another challenge was the use of 3VR-HMD. Although with its advantages in realistic scene presentations, users had visual discomfort in prolonged usage time.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, this paper evaluated the response behavior of drivers using car handling performance indicator and physiological responses. For every hazardous event/stimuli, the driver’s reaction time was less than 1 second. Pedal misapplication as well as non-braking instances was noted. The order of pedal release and steering time changed with different objects with braking response time being the slowest when present. This confirms our position that braking behavior is insufficient indicator by itself for accurate behavior analysis.

EMG response was used to infer muscle toning in preparation for action. A greater muscle activity implied higher preparedness, which translated to greater
perceived risk. From the results, the response increased with object size. This suggests that EMG response can be applied in a real driving environment characterize error or hazards. The limitations present with the current research are on the number of subjects evaluated. We intend to conduct further investigations to explore the relationship that exists between different classes of drivers as well as exploring other physiological signals for an all-inclusive understanding of driver response. Future research in this line will lead to an accurate on-road risk level classification, which has far-reaching benefits in accident prevention systems.
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